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The Brand
•  Christian Louboutin is a French footwear designer 

whose footwear has incorporated shiny, red-lacquered 
soles that have become his signature. 

•  Career: He began sketching shoes in his early teens, 

          ignoring his academic studies. 
• Designer's professed goal:  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   "make a woman look sexy, beautiful, 

to make her legs look as long as [he] 
can". 



How did it all start?
•  It started with a trip to the museum. While visiting Paris’ 

Museum of African and Oceanic Art, Louboutin was 
intrigued by a sign barring women from wearing stilettos as 
to not scratch the flooring. This image of the “forbidden 
shoe” stuck with him throughout the years, inspiring his 
first collection. "I wanted to defy that," Louboutin said. "I 
wanted to create something that broke rules and made 
women feel confident and empowered."  

•  In 1988, Christian Louboutin joined Roger Vivier who at 
that time was known as the Faberge� of Footwear and who 
had previously collaborated with the likes of Dior in the 
1950s. Under Vivier’s teaching, Louboutin learnt the 
mastery of making shoes and raised his skills to a new 
level. Vivier was said to have invented the stiletto or spike 
heel which so inspired a young Louboutin. The design 
was named after a slim knife. Louboutin credited Vivier 
with teaching him the crux of shoe creation and said “the 
most important part of the shoe is the body and the heel. 
Like a good bone structure, if you get that right, the rest is 
makeup”.  



Numbers
•  In his first year of business, Louboutin sold 200 pairs of shoes. Today, he 

sells 700,000 a year and expects revenue to grow at an annual rate of 40 
percent. 

•   In terms of market share, the U.S. accounts for 52 percent of Louboutin's 
sales; Europe, the Middle East and Russia, 30 percent; and Asia & Japan, 18 
percent. 95% of the firm's $300 million in annual revenue comes from 
shoes,with the remainder derived from purses and handbags. They expect 
the volume of handbags to eventually represent 20% of their annual sales.  

•  Louboutins can sell from $495 and up, with 
crystal-encrusted pair costing $6,000. The 
base price for a custom-made pair of 
Louboutin is $4,000. If the style already 
exists, it is standard price tag plus 30%.  

	  



The Most Expensive Christian Louboutin Shoes 

	  
	  

$3,545 Pigalli studded pumps 

2014 2013 
$3,095 Sexy Strass 



Current “High”, “Medium” and “Low“ price 
point 

•  High price point: Christian Louboutin. 
 

•  Medium price point: Steve Madden. 
 

•  Low price point: Aldo. 
$3,545.00 	  

$149.99	  

$50.00	  



Examples



Fad, fashion or classic?
•  This brand is considered as Fashion. 

  Why?  
•  A fashion style is accepted and diffused among 

people at a moderate rate; it is slowly accepted in the 
beginning, rapidly rises, reach its peak, and gradually 

           declines. A fashion style remains popular for  
                     quite a long time, having widespread  
                            acceptance among consumers.  



Louboutin in Mexico
Louboutin is one of the most famoust brands right now 
all over the world. In Mexico, almost every woman of 
A+, A and B+ economic lifestyle now this brand. (This 
is a fact, I made a research in Santa Fe mall, and 
EVERY woman that I asked new about this 

             fancy and sexy brand. If you are interested in 
                   buying this brand, you can get it in Saks. 

•   There are NO Louboutin stores 
in  Mexico. 



“Trickle down“, “Trickle across“ or “Trickle up”?

Jimmy	  Choo	  
About	  $2000	  

Louis	  Vui-on	  
About	  $1500	  

Christian 
Louboutin 

About $4000   

Most expensive 
In 5 years: increase market share by 5% 
(take % from other brand segnments) 

YSL Dior 
Segnments 



“Trickle down“, “Trickle across“ or “Trickle up”?

•  Trickle across.  
•  I am competing with Jimmy 

Choo and alexander Mc Queen 
by creating another Sub brand or 
chategory that could compete at 
the same price point.	  



Innovators, Early Adopters, Early Majority, 
Late Majority or Late Adaptors? 

•  Christian Louboutin shoes are 
considerated as Early Majority.	  



            Persona
•  Age:	  30 
•  Sex:	  woman	  	  
•  Marital	  Status:	  married 

•  Interests:	  Fashion, movies, art.	  
•   Early adopter consumer 



•  This woman belongs to the high economic 
class. I would say that this woman loves 
fashion, new trends, so shes really involved 
in fancy stores that have the newest clothes. 
This woman cares a lot in the way that she 
dresses and where she buys, so I would say 
this woman buys her clothes in really 
expensive but amazing stores.  

•  In Mexico, this woman would 
be an A talking about her 

           	   Socio-Economic 
Standing. 
•  Fashion conscious 

and style 
conscious. 

	  

            Persona



Spectrum  

•  I am competing with Jimmy Choo and Alexander 
Mc Queen by creating another Sub brand or 
chategory that could compete at the same price 
point.	  

•  I will take market share by building on the hearitage 
of the designer. 



Today
•  Today Christian Louboutin shoes can be found in boutiques 

worldwide as well as on the catwalks for young highly regarded 
designers such as Roland Mouret and Rodarte.  

•  Christian Louboutin has established himself as one of the top shoe 
designers in the world. In a poll by the Daily Telegraph, Louboutins 
were named the most sexy heel with his classic black stiletto being the 
most popular. Wearing Louboutins makes a woman feel sexy with  

                     Louboutin stating his shoes are the “perfect blend of beauty 
                                and sex appeal, high enough that they slow women 

                                        down and give them a sexier gait.”  



Cool hunting ���
How are high heels going to look like in the future?  

 

•  The high-tech future of high heels looks way more comfortable: 
One London College of Fashion grad has come up with an 
alternative to wince-inducing stilettos, so you’ll never have to 
traipse down the street barefoot at 3am again. They’re hydraulic 
high heels, and they rock hard, almost as hard as that cluster of  

          bunions on your heel.  

 •  Designer Silvia Fado Morado created 
the shoes as a way to combine the 
comfort of sports footwear with the 
high-end fashion aesthetic of your 
average pair of Louboutins.  

	  
http://www.dailydot.com/technology/hydraulic-high-heels/ 
  

	  



Social Responsibility���
Design of the shoe 

•  90% of Christian Louboutin’s shoes start with a drawing. They are 
complicated but very important thing is to remain as faithful as possible 
to the original design. 

• At this stage, Louboutin gives his imagination free reign, planning to 
resolve any technical solutions later with his team. Each year 
Louboutin designs two collections.  

• During the design process, weather and light have a huge impact on 
Louboutin. 

•  He designs the Autumn/Winter collection in 
a colder climate, usually in a chateau in 
Champigillon, France or at his house in 
Portugal. 

•  The Spring/Summer collection is often 
designed in Egypt, close to the Nile, as it is easier 
for him to imagine sandals when working in the 
sun.  

	  



Social Responsibility���
Design of the shoe	  

•  Most of the footwear is manufactured and produced at 
Christian Louboutin’s factory in Milan, but he also maintains a 
small atelier on Rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau, for private clients 
and one of a kind creations. 

•  Once the sketches are complete, they 
are sent to the Louboutin factory, 
outside Milan. A team of artisans works 
long hours to translate Louboutin’s 
sketches into three dimensions. Three 
weeks later, a set of prototypes will arrive 
at Rue Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 



Product care 
Christian Louboutin strongly recommends that the customers 
consult a leather care professional or a shoemaker for specific 
care advice. 

 In order to keep your Christian Louboutin products in 
good condition, they advise following the below care 
instructions: 
•  Keep the leather area clean and dry using a dry soft cloth; 
•  Always store your products away from light and heat; 
•  Protect your leather good from rain and moisture; 
•  Store your products in the Christian Louboutin dust bag 

provided to you when not in use; 
•  Avoid contact with abrasive surfaces. 



Stores
•  United 

Kingdom 
•  Denmark 
•  Saudi Arabia 
•  Lebanon 
•  Bahrain 
•  Australia 
•  Kuwait 
•  Qatar 
•  United Arab 

Emirates 

•  Turkey 
•  Monaco 
•  Spain 

•  Russia	  
•  USA 

•  Switzerland 
•  Japan 
•  India 
•  Singapore 
•  China 
•  Vietnam 
•  France 
•  Brazil 
•  Indonesia 

Today, he has thirty-five stores in 
sixteen countries. 

	  



Inputs to the future trends
•  6 months: Fashion week 
 

•  12 months: Season colors and new artists contributions 
(depending to the season, the colors of the high heels 
will change). 

 

•  18 months: New styles, changes in financial 
markets. 

	  



Conclusion
•  I will increase my market share by making a new 

Christian Louboutin sub brand. This brand will have 
more accesible prices that could compete with Louis 
Vuitton and Jimmy Choo price point segnments. 

•  I will promote my sub brand by celebrity  
       indoorsments. 

•  I believe that I can have 5% 
growth over 5 years. 

	  


